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New Session 2 shortened May 23 2018 (46 + 48) minutes) 

Slide 1 Poppies + click for title slide 

Click From the moment the German army marched into Luxemburg on 2 August 

1914 until the Armistice on 11 November 1918, the fighting on the Western 

Front in France and Flanders never stopped. It was hard to be optimistic 

anywhere in Europe. The two giant armies continued to pound each other with 

no visible gains. Place names like the Somme, (Ypres, the Marne, Cambrai) 

Verdun and Passchendaele were written in blood and desolation.  

Slide 2 Georges Leroux L’enfer (Hell) 1917 + click  

Georges Leroux had joined the French Army right at the start and (served on the 

Western Front) this painting is based on his battle experiences. This is an 

ordinary infantryman’s view of the grotesque landscape, the flames and 

sulphurous, choking smoke, click as he desperately clings to life in a filthy, 

waterlogged shell hole. 

Slide 3 Dix The Signal Flare 1917 (gouache on paper) + click for Trenches 1917 

Otto Dix remained preoccupied with the horrors of the battlefield, horrors that 
weren’t even masked by night. An eerie flare illuminates a macabre No-man’s 
Land. Trapped in the barbed wire Click we can see a cluster of dead soldiers, 
illuminated by that ghastly green light. They must have been there for some 
time, because they’re largely skeletons, apparently doing the dance of death. 
Scenes like this were commonplace in such a static war. Click for Trenches The 
same bits of land were fought over and occupied again and again, while the 
dead rotted on. Many soldiers adopted detachment as a way of telling 
themselves they weren’t there, that this wasn’t happening to them, for few 
could live with the reality. That reality had become intolerable. Dix was 
fascinated with the notion that the dead would eventually be reclaimed by the 
earth and death might end up nourishing new growth. His powerful works rival 
those of Paul Nash. 

Slide 4 Léger Playing Cards 1915 + click for The Card Game 1917 + clicks  

In the spring of 1917 Léger was gassed and invalided out of his regiment. While 
recuperating in hospital just outside Paris he revisited this work he’d done 2 
years earlier – the Card Players painted on the side of a shell crate. Click In this 
new version the artist has focused on the 3 figures in the constricted space of a 
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dugout. These men are polished steel robots. Click The pipe-smoker on the 
right is puffing out clouds of solid metallic discs that seem to be bombarding his 
friend in the middle. He’s puffing furiously in self-defence. But the left hand 
figure is the dominant one; click he has a medal on his chest. Those triangular 
red segments we can see through his open jacket might suggest flesh, blood 
and bone, but it’s flesh and blood in the form of machine-age geometry. 
Remember Léger was called a tubist by his friends. Overall it’s a disturbing 
picture of a friendly game being played with cold, dehumanized violence.  

Slide 5 Jean-Louis Forain The Milestone – Verdun 1916 (lithograph) + click  

Forain’s victim of the war here has been unlucky. Like many of the wounded he 
has just had to fend for himself. The primitive medical services could never 
cope with the scale of this war. The poor man hasn’t managed to crawl to an 
aid post. There is blood flowing from beneath his head; he’s given up the 
struggle for life. The milestone shows he is 11 km from Verdun, and so the 
implication is he has managed to crawl a long way before succumbing to his 
wounds. There are other fallen soldiers beyond. Click How different this 
powerful image is from Forain’s paintings of the frivolous pre-war society. 

Slide 6 Otto Dix Trench Suicide from Der Krieg cycle of etchings 1924 

As the horrors of the front became harder and harder to bear there were more 
and more men prepared to injure themselves to get sent home – or even to 
commit suicide. The English Vorticist, David Bomberg, shot himself in the foot. 
This wasn’t very smart because a soldier could be executed for trying to render 
himself unfit. When Bomberg returned to duty his adjutant made him runner 
for the Unit, a position of the utmost danger. He had to run on his injured foot 
through the hottest of the firing to deliver messages.  

Slide 7 Muirhead Bone and Francis Dodd + click for Nevinson Paths of Glory 
1917 + click for censored 

In April 1917 Nevinson was astonished to be made an official war artist, but the 
authorities said he mustn’t paint pictures that showed British soldiers in an 
unfavourable light.  It’s possible that the Department of Information wanted 
some pictures that were a bit more arresting than the bland works by Muirhead 
Bone and Francis Dodd. Click Maybe they also wanted to stop Nevinson from 
painting the sorts of things they disapproved of.  In the event he was never able 
to please his employers. A couple of his works were banned from exhibition by 
the army censor, Major Lee, on the grounds that the men he painted were not 
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worthy of the British Army. Nevinson complained to Masterman saying that he 
would not paint castrated Lancelots. I will not paint sentimental bilge.  
Eventually with the intervention of John Buchan one of the works was released 
for exhibition, but this one, Paths of Glory, was not, because Nevinson was 
implying that the Paths of Glory lead only to the grave. 

Two Tommies lie dead among the wire. This work was based on sketches he’d 
made at the Front. So he was painting reality. Major Lee objected strongly, 
though he quite liked to see the bodies of dead Germans in paintings. But 
Nevinson actually hung the work before he heard it had been banned, so he left 
it on the gallery wall with a strip of brown paper pasted diagonally over it 
bearing the word Censored. Click Of course the Daily Mail published a 
photograph of the exhibit and Nevinson was in trouble. He was summoned to 
the War Office and there severely reprimanded for using the word Censored!!!! 

Slide 8 Max Slevogt The Mothers 1917 (from Visions) 

This is one of the last of Max Slevogt’s (slayfolkts) Visions series – an endless 
procession of grieving women all dressed in black searching for their menfolk. 
One of them has recognised a body and flung herself down on the gravesite. 
Lower right two others are trying to calm an hysterical woman. It looks rather 
like the chorus of a Greek tragedy. The whole folio of Slevogt’s works 
prophesized the demise of Germany the next year. 

Slide 9 Anna Airy Shop for Machining 15-inch Shells 1918 

The eventual allied victory was a consequence of an inexorable build-up of 
men, armaments and munitions to levels well above what the Central Powers 
could produce. Women had been drafted into the factories and were found to 
be every bit as industrious and efficient as men, and better still they were 
cheaper. Anna Airy (1882–1964) was one of the first British women officially 
commissioned as a war artist. Here she’s painted the Glasgow Singer Factory 
which had switched from making sewing machines to producing shells.  

Slide 10 George Horace Davis Closing Up 1919 

And here’s another example of a war picture done by an academic artist or 
illustrator. It’s a colourful watercolour of a dogfight – a traditional approach 
with no blood – all “knights of the air” stuff. The planes seem somehow 
harmless and toy-like as they chase each other through the skies. 
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Slide 11 William Orpen Ready to Start (self) 1917 
 
Orpen was a highly regarded portraitist, and his acceptance of a commission as 
a war artist was a considerable coup for John Buchan, the new Head of the 
Department of Information. Orpen has painted himself sitting in a billet in 
France. He’s used a strategically placed mirror. He’s kitted out ready to march 
off to the front, (note the fox fur or animal skin). He’s even got his helmet on 
indoors – trying it for size. The mirror shows the then fashionable but hideous 
flowered wallpaper in the room. On the table are the essentials before battle – 
books about France and maps,  Scotch and soda, matches – I can’t see the 
woodbines unless they’re in that yellow tin. But he’s not going off to fight. He’s 
a war artist and will probably experience little danger and discomfort. But 
Orpen would paint dead soldiers and he was deeply affected by what he saw. 

Slide 12 Offensive and Defeat 1918 + click to remove title + click for 
Ludendorff + click for Cecil Lawson Arras 1917 

Now I’ll start to look at how the artists saw the last year or so of the war, the 

peace, and its aftermaths in the lands of the winners and the losers. Click 1918 

began with some relief for the Germans when the Russians signed a peace 

treaty, but Germany found they’d merely swapped the Russians for the 

Americans. So they knew they had to beat the French and English, renowned 

as the cleanest fighters in the world, quickly in that spring before the Yanks 

arrived. So in March they launched a series of offensives on the Somme.  Click 

Ludendorff was prepared to lose a million men to succeed. But though they 

made some gains, there was no decisive break-through, and they were 

eventually halted at Arras on 5th April. click The Germans had run out of steam, 

and by July the Allies were ready to counterattack. Germany’s allies were 

struggling to avoid collapse on the other fronts. The writing was on the wall for 

the Central powers, but there would be a lot more misery to come before the 

armistice. 

Slide 13 Max Beckmann Self with Red Scarf 1917 

The slaughter continued to sicken everyone, especially those artists who’d 

been through the military mill. Max Beckmann hadn’t had to fight since his 

breakdown 3 years earlier, but it still haunted his dreams. In this Self Portrait 

we can see him turning away from his easel as if he’s had some disquieting 

thought. His open shirt shows a less than impressive chest; that red scarf round 
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his neck is knotted as tightly as a noose; his body looks very constricted in the 

space, and his right arm seems to be warding off some threat. This is an 

anxious man. 

Slide 14 Frans Masereel The Dead Arise. Infernal Resurrection 1917 woodcut 

This too is part of a haunted reaction to the conflict from an album of 10 
woodcuts published in Geneva where the Flemish artist Masereel (mazerell) 
had fled along with many others who shared his pacifism. The most disturbing 
image of the series is this one of two decapitated German soldiers carrying a 
stretcher with their own heads on it.  

Slide 15 Danse Macabre:  Illustration from the Nuremberg Chronicle, by 

Hartmann Schedel (1440-1514) 

By now everyone was preoccupied with death, and more and more images 

showed Death moving through a machine-terrorized landscape. The age-old 

French Danse Macabre, German Totentanz (totentanse) or English Dance of 

Death had new relevance, although in the contemporary versions Death was 

more often accompanied by machines than by pestilence and scythes. 

Slide 16 Alfred Kubin A Dance of Death 1918 

Here’s another Austrian who shared Egger-Lienz’s sense of doom as 1918 came 

along. Alfred Kubin (koobeen) had never been keen on the conflict, and he put 

together a series of etchings called Dance of Death in which Death seems to be 

able to exterminate at will. Here’s one example of the sadistically malevolent 

skeleton – he’s drawn with spidery lines. He’s resting from his digging, sitting 

on a coffin next to a mass grave. There’s a dog howling over its dead master’s 

body. Click The Dance of Death had perhaps been foretold in Kubin’s 1914 

work Torch of War which showed a destructive colossus bestriding the earth.  

Slide 17 George Bellows Edith Cavell 1918 

I’ve talked about the ways both the British and French made use of Edith 

Cavell’s execution in propaganda during and after 1915. Once America got 

involved it all got trotted out again – vitriolic hate propaganda aimed at the 

beastly Huns.  And among the American artists who jumped on this band 

wagon was George Bellows who churned out a whole host of paintings and 
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lithographs condemning everything German. This one proved very popular. 

Bellows shows the nurse at the very moment when, in the early morning, she 

was forced to go out to face the firing squad in her nightclothes. He devised a 

theatrical setting that required her to come down a steep staircase. He gave 

her the look of a virginal saint, whereas her uniformed captors appear as a 

rabble, some sprawling and sleeping. Bellows was asked how he could paint 

such an event without having witnessed it, and he replied: I wasn’t present at 

Miss Cavell’s execution, but then I don’t think da Vinci had a ticket to the Last 

Supper!  

Slide 18 Bellows Boxing Dempsey v. Firpo 1924 + click for Gott Strafe 1918 

litho 

Many of his pre-war paintings had also dealt with violence and aggression, but 

in the boxing ring. But none of these would approach his war series for 

savagery. click Bellows set out to document German atrocities in Belgium and 

France, all based on Newspaper reports of the time, and the rather doubtful 

findings of the Bryce Committee which had been published in the N.Y. Times 

back in 1915. At least 7 of Bellows’ harrowing lithographs came from so-called 

incidents in that Bryce Report. 

Slide 19 Bellows Massacre at Dinant 

In Massacre at Dinant Bellows has seized on the moment in August 1914 when 

entire families were herded into the street from their burning houses. Some of 

them are weeping, one is thrusting a defiant fist in the air. But most are just 

standing quietly with hands clasped in prayer waiting for the killing to resume. 

The town of Dinant fell to von Hausen's troops on 23 August 1914 but then 
German soldiers repairing the town bridge were allegedly fired upon by locals.  
So the Germans rounded up 674 men, women and children and shot them. The 
town was pillaged and many of its buildings destroyed.  That massacre shocked 
the world - particularly neutral countries like the USA – but it was part of the 
German army's strategy of intimidating occupied Belgian territories to ensure 
maximum civilian subservience. It was eclipsed two days later by even worse 
destruction and killing at Louvain.  Both were exploited to the full in Allied 
propaganda. 
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Slide 20 Childe Hassam Red Cross drive 1918 

Childe Hassam was a completely different kettle of fish to Bellows. His 

impressionist style paintings were always optimistic. Red Cross Drive May 1918 

is one of a number of flag pictures he painted. That week there was a display of 

Red Cross banners with electrical illuminations at night, and it’s these Red 

Cross flags that dominate all the others. Hassam is blithely confident that right 

is on the Allied side; they will surely prevail with American manpower, 

American bravery and American know-how.  

Slide 21 William Nicholson The Ballroom etc 1918 oil + click to remove Queen 
Victoria 

Meanwhile, back in England things were much less optimistic. William 
Nicholson had kept well away from any war themes to date. He was much 
better known for this illustration of the old Queen. Click But finally in 1918 he 
at least appeared to notice there was a war on. He has painted an 
uncharacteristically despondent scene. Provoked by the Zeppelin raids on 
London (he’d recently moved his studio to St James Square), Nicholson painted 
an interior he knew very well. The Piccadilly Hotel ballroom was underground 
and was being used as an air-raid shelter. Nicholson was probably somewhat 
miffed that the class barriers had come down. There are people in that 
ballroom who would never have been allowed there in the past. Common 
people now rub shoulders with the gentry. There’s a woman suckling her baby 
in the foreground; some have brought their dogs in with them; the red carpet 
is rolled up so it looks like a rivulet of blood stretching off to the rear of the 
polished floor. The ceiling seems to dominate the scene and give it a 
claustrophobic atmosphere.  

Slide 22 Walter Bayes The Underworld: Taking Cover in a Tube Station during 
a London Air Raid 1918 oil + clicks  

Walter Bayes also painted a scene in an air-raid shelter. As in WW2 the 
Underground stations were used as havens of safety from the horrid Zeppelins. 
Here we see the platform of Elephant and Castle Station. The people look 
dejected; they’re not having a sing-song. Those in the middle are just sitting, 
but there are elements of movement at the edges of the composition. On the 
left one woman touches another woman’s shoulder, and on the right a 
serviceman puts his arms around two friends. Apart from those bursts of 
activity it’s largely a gloomy work.  Click The working class mother changing 
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her child’s nappy, and the fur-lined woman sitting next to her seem oblivious 
to their surroundings. Some, lying near the edge of the platform, are trying to 
sleep.  It’s a great piece of observation. Click Nevinson’s name is on the posters 
we can see through the entranceway, but they don’t show up on the slide.  

Slide 23 William Orpen Thiepval + click for Dead Germans in a Trench 1918 oil 

When Orpen finally got to see the horrors of the Somme, he changed from 
wealthy society portraitist to aghast witness, and he refused to accept any 
payment whatsoever for his war paintings. He eventually donated all of his 
works from this period to the Government. He wrote at the time of the torn up 
countryside, the trenches and half-flooded shell holes with 3-week old bodies 
still lying there, the broken rifles, helmets, barbed wire and torn and bloodied 
clothing – everything white with mud.  Despite this, his works seem a little too 
neat and tidy, too bright and painterly to show real indignation. click He comes 
nearest to conveying his shock in this more graphic one here, Dead Germans in 
a Trench 1918. The trench has taken on the guise of a grave. The walls are 
starting to fall in; the bodies seem about to dissolve in the snow, or is it white 
clay. The work was sufficiently disturbing for it to be submitted to the censor, 
our friend Major Lee, who reluctantly allowed it to be shown (at Agnews in 
May 1918), probably because the corpses were German. Remember, 
Nevinson’s banned work, Paths of Glory, had foolishly focussed on dead 
Tommies. 23 min 

Slide 24 John Nash Over the Top 1918 oil + click for Bruegel  

But all of Orpen’s efforts to paint an authentic-looking tragedy pale before this 
snow scene by John Nash, Paul Nash’s younger brother. It’s one of the best 
works he ever did, based on memories of his worst experience as a soldier. 
He’d enlisted in the Artists’ Rifles in September 1916, and was sent off to 
Europe in June 1917 to take part in a number of over the tops. Later, as an 
official war artist in 1918, he took himself back to the scene of one of those, as 
he described it - a daylight attack in the snow designed as a diversion to a 
bombing raid on a trench to our left. I was shown a map beforehand but had 
only a vague idea of what direction to attack. Once we started the Germans 
opened up with everything they had – every machine gun in Europe. We never 
got to grips with the enemy.  

Naturally, casualties were appalling – virtually every officer killed or wounded - 
only one sergeant left, but Nash somehow escaped relatively unscathed. Here 
he’s painted the attack starting. The soldiers are climbing out of the trench and 
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wading through the snow towards an unseen enemy. There are two men 
already sprawled in the trench, a few more are lying in the snow; another falls 
to his knees as he is hit. They’re just a line of targets starkly outlined in the 
snow, shuffling towards a leaden sky, destined for death in yet another futile 
attack. Click Isn’t Nash’s work similar to Pieter Bruegel’s Hunters in the Snow?   

Slide 25 Paul Nash Existence: Springtime in the Trenches, Ridge Wood 1917 
oil 1918 

But the works commissioned from Paul Nash in 1917 and 1918 are among the 
most powerful bunch of works done by any English artist during the war (right 
up there with Nevinson). Like his less famous brother, John Nash, he was sent 
to the Western Front in February 1917 as a second lieutenant, also with the 
Artists’ Rifles. Life in a frontline trench (at St Eloi) brought him up with a jolt. 
For a time he was excited, endured shelling, but like Otto Dix he was delighted 
to see nature renewing herself through the shattered landscape as dandelions 
poked their heads through the mud. He said he was enthralled by the 
wonderful trenches at night, at dawn, at sundown. Things would no doubt 
have been much different had he not broken his arm and got invalided back to 
London just 3 days before his unit attacked a target called Hill 60. Most of his 
fellow officers were killed, and though the news must have affected Nash, the 
drawings he made while recuperating reflect only the landscape. 26 min 

Slide 26 Paul Nash Mine, Crater Hill 60 lithograph 1918 + clicks for Ypres 
Salient map + click for Lake Zillebeke (Flanders) 1918 litho + click for 
Hiroshige 

On the strength of this group of works, Nash, his arm mended, was sent back 
to the front, but now as an official war artist. Some artists changed their 
approaches once they became official. There were the comforts of life away 
from the trenches and having an aide and a chauffeur-driven limo made some 
of them complacent. But not Paul Nash. He became a furious opponent of the 
war. He was especially outraged when he found the shocking change in the 
Ypres salient. click The map shows the bulge that was that salient. When he’d 
left there were the spring flowers and new growth we could see in the 
previous work; now winter was biting; it had hardly stopped raining for 
months, and the pockmarked landscape was absolutely waterlogged. Nature 
seemed no longer capable of renewal. Passchendaele had been grinding on for 
3 months since he’d been away, and he drove through mud and shellfire to see 
demoralized troops. Then he set about making pictures of the killing fields. 
click This one shows the result of a huge mine set off under the German lines. 
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450 tonnes of TNT were placed there by the 1st Australian Tunnelling 
company. We can’t see any signs of life. Click Nash hasn’t put any soldiers in 
the foreground of this lithograph either; he was weak at figures. His visionary 
style changed too to document the stark landscape of the salient. Now he’s 
using harsh, jagged lines for the splintered trees and gouged earth. He’s taking 
on influences from the Expressionists, even some Nevinson-like futurism.  

Despite wanting to only promote positive propaganda, the Department of 
Information reluctantly allowed Nash to exhibit his “50 drawings of muddy 
places” in May 1918. And it was these works that illustrated what he himself 
called a bitter truth. There are people in some of these works, but they are on 
a tiny scale allowing Nash to get away with his weak figure drawing. It was the 
landscape and weather that dominated. In this one (Rain: Lake Zillebeke 
(zillibeck)) we can see soldiers walking on duck-boards, but they are stick 
figures, as broken and vulnerable as the trees. They have no shelter from the 
lancing rain which is criss-crossing in stabbing lines. Click Very much in the 
style of those old Japanese woodblock printmakers who excelled at rainy 
scenes. 

Slide 27 Paul Nash After the Battle 1918 pen and wash + click for detail  

Nash was convinced that the wasteland of Passchendaele would never again 
support human life. In this pen and watercolour sketch, After the Battle, he 
strews a few dead soldiers around. Otherwise the landscape is deserted. Click 
The face of the main body we can see is almost a skull. Everything is derelict; 
the duckboards shattered, the barbed wire stakes every which-way, and it’s 
still raining cats and dogs.  

Paul Nash 28 The Mule Track 1918 oil + click for detail + click to remove  

When Nash tried oil painting for the very first time in his career early in 1918, 
he came up with this arresting vision of shelling in progress. He found moving 
from pastel or watercolour to oils quite daunting and felt that his Mule Track 
was a piece of towering audacity. But it’s a remarkably assured work. There’s 
an emotional vehemence in it. In the centre we can just see some tiny 
silhouetted soldiers trying to stop their pack mules from panicking and falling 
off those narrow, crazily zigzagging duckboards as shells explode all around 
them. Click They appear doomed in the bombardment; one figure is already 
falling into the mud/water, and we can see an animal bolting as well. Nash has 
used more solid colour in this work than he did in his watercolours. Click Note 
the ferocious mustards, yellows and oranges of the explosions. These were 
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painted from experience as he went almost wherever he wanted at the front 
with his mad Irish chauffeur.  

Slide 29 Paul Nash We are Making a New World 1918 oil + click for 
publication 

Here’s the culmination of a number of studies. The scene is nowhere in 
particular; it’s just a landscape of shattered trees and mud.  I rate it as Nash’s 
definitive image of front-line devastation. No people, no animals, not even 
their corpses. Is everything that ever lived in this world now extinct? The 
stumps of blackened trees make a forest of amputated limbs stretching off to 
the horizon. Indeed, Nash often used trees to symbolize human beings 
(possibly because he was better at trees than people), so he’s painted these 
withered stumps like arms (one on the left even has fingers). They’re rising out 
of an earth that can no longer sustain them. One has already fallen. The rest 
look likely to follow suit. 

But there is a sun coming up, or is it setting? Whatever, it’s trying to disperse 
those blood-red clouds, but only managing to lighten them a bit – perhaps a 
vestige of silver lining. It’s as if all the blood spilled on the Western Front has 
coagulated on that horizon. Even the trees seem to be mourning. This painting 
had a real meaning for soldiers who’d lived through the horror of 
Passchendaele.  

It’s interesting to note the reaction of (the now promoted) Colonel Lee of the 
Department of Information Art Censorship squad to Nash’s war paintings. He 
dismissed the idea that Nash’s funny pictures could possibly give the enemy 
any information. But the bewildered officer added: I cannot help thinking that 
Nash is having a huge joke with the British public and lovers of Art in particular. 
Is he? At Nash’s Void of War Exhibition the British public favoured the artist 
over the colonel. Click And the Department of Information finally reproduced 
15 of his works in a publication called British Artists at the Front. Today many 
of Nash’s war paintings and drawings are in the Imperial War Museum.  

Slide 30 Otto Dix Setting Sun Ypres 1918 gouache 

But no matter how hard they tried, no artist could match the ferocity of Otto 
Dix. He continued to wield his charcoal and brush with all his old vigour. He 
was by this time a battle-hardened veteran, an incredibly lucky survivor of so 
long a stint of active service. In this virulent gouache the boiling disc of the sun 
has burst in the sky like a high explosive shell. All around is ruinous: barbed 
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wire, sandbags, even the land. Dix, of course, wasn’t in any position to paint 
oils while at the front and these had to wait till after the War. By now he must 
have been aware that all Germany’s efforts were going to end in disaster, but 
he would survive to document that disaster.  
 
Slide 31 Richard Jack Second Battle of Ypres 1917 oil (3.7 x 9.5 m) + clicks  
 
Meanwhile, back on the allied side, far from the front, a number of artists were 

again starting to produce monumental paintings, this time with the 

encouragement of the Canadian War Memorials Fund. It had been set up in 

November 1916: to provide suitable memorials of Canadian heroes and 

heroines during the war. That fund was masterminded by Sir Max Aitken (Lord 

Beaverbrook) on behalf of the Canadian Government. The English portrait 

painter, Richard Jack, was commissioned to do a huge work celebrating the 

Second Battle of Ypres where the Canadians had their first real taste of action. 

But, despite a sterling effort by the artist, it wound up as just another 

stereotyped cliché. Click After all this was his usual subject matter. click Jack 

tried to paint an heroic image, but his research was poor. The Canadians had 

defended their part of the salient from trenches, not from behind sandbags. 

We see a bandaged officer click (of the sort we’d see in Boys Own stories of 

Empire and Ripping Yarns) standing tall and beckoning his men forward. This 

picture shamelessly catered to patriotic sentiment, never to reality. 36 min 

Slide 32 Wyndham Lewis A Canadian Gun Pit 1918 oil (3.6 x 3m) 
 
The Canadians seemed prepared to hire anyone, even the very avant-garde 
Wyndham Lewis.  Most of Lewis’s 1918 work concentrated on artillery 
positions with men laying guns, carrying shells, resting, smoking, and all of his 
paintings are becoming as representational as he can bear to make them. In 
fact Augustus John commented wryly that Lewis is trying to reduce his 
Vorticism to the level of Canadian intelligibility – a hopeless task I fear.   
 
In this work he shows the laying of the heavy gun with two men adjusting the 
elevation and sights. There’s another figure standing beside the gun with his 
hands in his pockets seemingly unsure of his job. Two more men stand rigidly 
behind the row of shells resting on planks. Lewis emphasizes how heavy the 
shells are by giving prominence to that muscular black soldier in the 
foreground. But the painting is more of a bland document than an action 
scene. Indeed Lewis, himself, commented that particular gun on Vimy (vimmy) 
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Ridge hardly ever fired the whole time he was there. Presumably all of the 
action was further down the line. Or maybe the man with his hands in his 
pockets was supposed to shout “fire” and he forgot.  
 
Slide 33 William Roberts The Gas Chamber 1918 ink, pencil, w/c + click  
 
But Lewis’s subject matter was a far cry from what the Canadian scheme gave 
to his old Vorticist ally, William Roberts. Roberts was asked to document the 
first chlorine gas attack against the Canadians at Ypres in 1915. He didn’t want 
to give them a work as divorced from reality as Jack’s Second Battle of Ypres, 
but the Committee had warned him to keep away from his Vorticist or Cubist 
style. Roberts did know about the harshness of war, and he was familiar with 
the Ypres area because he’d served there in 1916. And he also recalled a gas-
mask drill he’d done at base camp around that time. They’d had to crawl 
through a covered trench (blanketed at both ends and) filled with poison gas. 
And that gave him the knowhow to produce one of his best and most 
disturbing drawings of the war. In The Gas Chamber we can see traces of his 
Vorticist leanings in the diagonally organized structures of the soldiers’ 
surroundings, though the men are fairly representational figures. But they 
seem awkward and disoriented as they struggle to cope with their gear and to 
follow the instructions click which are being bellowed out by that Staff 
Sergeant (the Gas Man?) on the right. The masks make them look like robots, 
but they are groping, stumbling, disoriented and very vulnerable robots.  
 
Slide 34 Roberts The First German Gas Attack at Ypres 1918 oil (3.0 x 3.65 m) 
+ click  
 
But the work he finished up with is this large, very powerful painting. He 
refused to water down the horrors and agony of gas warfare just to avoid 
offending civilian sensibilities, so he’s peopled the painting with the distorted 
forms of people in extremis. click He has taken an aerial viewpoint that has 
allowed him to give equal prominence to the panic-stricken soldiers at the top 
(in the background) and the sturdier artillerymen at the bottom (in the 
foreground). He has taken the instant when gassed French infantrymen are 
staggering into the Canadian lines. The French Colonial troops from Algeria, in 
their brightly coloured uniforms, have been choked and blinded by chlorine, 
they are gasping for breath, and we can see them stumbling among the calm 
and professional Canadians. They’re fleeing from those blueish-green clouds in 
the top of the picture. Those of you familiar with Stanley Spencer’s works may 
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see similarities of treatment, particularly the aerial viewpoint, though Roberts 
was his own man and unlikely to have been so influenced. 
 
The work was highly praised when exhibited at Burlington House, but John 
Singer Sargent, a jealous man, who was engaged at the time on his great 
picture, Gassed, described it as a hideous post-impressionist picture, of which 
mine cannot be considered a crib.  
 
Slide 35 Christian Rohlfs The Prisoner 1918 woodcut 
 
As the war ground on towards Armistice and Germany was collapsing into 
anarchy, Christian Rohlfs (rrolfs) focussed on the predicaments of prisoners of 
war. Huge numbers of his countrymen had been interned by the Allies, and 
Rohlfs shows how he imagined their suffering.  Here an emaciated figure 
clutches the bars of his cell. He wants to escape but the bars are too strong or 
he is too weak. His torso is scored by the wood chisel lines as if by whips. His 
sanity has been undermined by the conditions of his incarceration. No doubt 
the prison camps would have been rudimentary, but not like prisons, and one 
can imagine many soldiers would have much preferred to be a prisoner of war 
over having to keep fighting by that time. 
 
Slide 36 Conrad Felixmüller Soldier in a Madhouse colour litho 1918 + click for 
shape + click for Blackadder 
 
Conrad Felixmüller here has dramatized the sort of mental breakdown that 
might have been caused by imprisonment, but equally it might just be a 
consequence of life at the Front. Again we see a tortured figure clutching at 
the bars of his cage (window). His body is contorted with anguish. He seems 
aware click he’s being observed by a warder. All of the lines are angular and 
tortured - expressionistic; windows are crazily tilted; his world is collapsing. 
Click The realities of men being tipped over the edge by the war were alluded 
to in Blackadder goes Forth. This comedy brilliantly captured the pain, the 
confusion, the hopelessness felt by most soldiers who fought in that war.   
 
Slide 37 Philip Connard St George’s Day, Bridge of HMS Canterbury 1918 
 
But here’s more of the sort of stuff that Masterman’s men would have loved - 
stern faced, English seamen with hearts of oak, a work in a post-impressionist 
style by an Official War Artist. 
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Slide 38 Stanhope Forbes WRNS Sailmaking on board HMS Essex, Devonport 
1918 

And here a bland but painterly record of female sail-makers on an armoured 
cruiser docked at Devonport Naval Base. I’m not sure why they needed sails. 

Slide 39 Arthur Streeton Dressing Station Somme 1918 (painted 1919) 

The Australian landscape painter Streeton (1867-1943) was sent off to France 
as a war artist in 1918, but as a civilian he never got near a battle. Here is a 
bland painting of a dressing station behind the lines, complete with sandbags, 
Red Cross box, stretchers, camouflage netting but no people. Streeton though 
would have been well aware of the suffering of the soldiers because he’d 
worked as a volunteer orderly in a London hospital during 1915-6, but he 
seldom put figures in his landscapes anyway 

Slide 40 Paul Nash The Ypres Salient at Night 1918 oil + click  

How much more powerful are Nash’s works which reflect his first-hand 
experience of war. He appreciated only too well the significance of the Ypres 
salient and he’s made it a symbol of British doggedness. It’s a night scene with 
three soldiers on the fire step of a trench surprised by a star shell lighting up 
the battlefield. The raised earth walls of the breastwork 'trench' indicate the 
ever present surface water in this low-lying area. Deep trenches became 
uninhabitable muddy moats. On the left we can see a flooded shell-hole, click 
beyond which we can just see three more soldiers. Beyond them, a splintered 
woodland. 

Slide 41 Paul Nash The Void 1918 oil (71 x 97cm) 

This is another semi-abstract painting. Nash did it from memory for the 
Canadian War Memorial Fund. It’s a cold, dark, hellish scene that reveals the 
shocking desolation, the destruction, the terror and the ultimate 
meaninglessness of battle. In a letter to his wife he wrote "Evil and the 
incarnate fiend alone can be the master of ceremonies in this war: no glimmer 
of God's hand is seen. Sunset and sunrise are blasphemous mockeries to man; 
only the black rain out of the bruised and swollen clouds, or through the bitter 
black of night is fit atmosphere in such a land." 
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Slide 42 George Luks Armistice Night 1918 oil + click to remove newspapers 
 
On the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month of 1918 there came a 
silence over the battlefields of Europe. The Armistice came into force. Click Of 
all the major nations involved in the war, the Americans had been least 
affected, and while much of Europe just wanted to collapse exhausted, the 
Americans partied. George Luks has captured the boisterous, riotous streets of 
New York in this impressionistic canvas. Allied flags flutter gaily over figures in 
a work even more ebullient than the earlier “flag” works of Childe Hassam. And 
on this up note let’s celebrate with a cup of tea or coffee. 
 
Slide 43 Tea Break 46 min  
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Slide 44 Armistice Signing + click for hanging Kaiser + click for Paris Crowds  

Although the French made sure the Germans were suitably humbled at the 

signing, all was not sweetness and light in the Parisian streets. Click Hatred of 

the Germans manifested itself in effigies of the Kaiser hanged from poles. Click 

But at least for a time in Paris there was a sense of relief and joy unbounded.  

But soon the numbness caused by the enormous waste of men started to kick 

in.  

Slide 45 William Nicholson Armistice Night 1918 oil + click 

William Nicholson found himself caught up in the initial joyous throng in 

London, but he too sensed a darker mood. This picture silhouettes the guns 

against the festive blaze of lights beyond. Some students are burning couches I 

think. Though most of the figures seem attracted to the illumination, click two 

soldiers (in the foreground) can be seen hobbling out of the picture on 

crutches.  They’re ignored by the dancing crowd. Nicholson’s son had been 

killed in France only a month earlier, and his wife had also died recently, so you 

can imagine he had understandably dark feelings about the war’s end. 

Slide 46 William Roberts War Celebrations pencil, pen, w/c + click 

 As the rejoicings became more and more hysterical Roberts got caught up in 

the raucousness, which he documented with this watercolour showing civilians 

and soldiers combined in a frenzied victory dance. The American and British 

flags point to a patriotic party, but the people, click one of them brandishing a 

bottle, have brutish faces and seem more drunk and aggressive than happy. 

And in fact the London celebrations did turn destructive. And Roberts seems to 

be suggesting that the post-war world might not turn out to be all sweetness 

and light. 

Slide 47 Paolo Uccello Battle of San Romano 1438-40 oil (1.8 x 3.2m) 

There were grandiose plans to create a great Hall of Remembrance in London 

filled with specially commissioned large-scale war paintings. Arnold Bennett 

and Lord Beaverbrook were the guiding lights in this enterprise, and their 

committee agreed on a size based on Uccello’s Battle of San Romano (1.82 x 

3.20 m) though they were even prepared to accept a few super-sized pictures 

up to 20 feet in length.  
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Slide 48 John Singer Sargent John Singer Sargent General Officers of the Great 

War 1922 

The proposal was never to be fully realized despite John Singer Sargent’s epic 

effort called Gassed. He was an elderly man who’d largely been sheltered from 

the war and indeed had tried to ignore it. He didn’t even read the newspapers. 

So he was not ideally placed to paint commemorative works. Except for this 

sort of thing that celebrated the very officers, at least some of whom were 

guilty of callously wasting the lives of hundreds of thousands of men – and 

women. 

Slide 49 Sargent Gassed 1918-9 (2.3 x 6.1m) (that’s about 7 feet by 20 feet) + 

click + click 

It was only later that he started to realize the suffering of the troops, especially 

the gas victims. And that decided him to attempt this huge 20 foot 

commission, a harrowing scene. The orderly at the head of the line isn’t quite 

coping with the file of men. He’s supporting and leading the first two but 

doesn’t have enough arms to help the rest who are stretching the full length of 

the canvas. They are resigned to their fates, which may well be permanent 

blindness and ruined lungs.  Click In the distance we can just see the contrast 

of an army football match. But those blindfolded bodies in the foreground 

suggest how long these new arrivals are going to have to wait for medical help 

– perhaps almost as long as the waiting lists at our local Hospital.  Click In the 

distance on the right the war is still going on. Beyond that new line of men 

approaching we can see the tiny forms of planes, and the smoke of the 

battlefield. This is Sargent’s best known work, but it is completely atypical of 

the man. Yet it was voted Picture of the Year at the RA in 1919. Click Certainly 

it’s the only decent war picture he ever painted. He was much better known 

for pictures of elegant women and society portraits.  

#omit? retain? Slide 50 D.Y. Cameron The Battlefield of Ypres 1919 oil 1.8 x 

3.2m (6 feet x 10 feet) + click  

Sargent’s Gassed was meant to be flanked in the never-to-be-built Hall of 

Remembrance by two more Uccello-sized works by David Y. Cameron and 

Charles Sims. That never quite happened. Cameron found difficulty changing 

style from the mountains and lochs of his Scottish landscapes (Stirling Castle) 
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to the flatness of Flanders. Click Here we see a much smaller Cameron work, (a 

mere 6 feet by 10 feet) painted after he’d visited that battleground long after 

the war had ended. Perhaps this accounts for the blandness of the painting. It’s 

certainly a desolate and empty landscape but to me it lacks feeling. It could be 

the Scottish seaside in winter. 

Slide 51 Paul Nash The Menin Road 1919 oil 1.8 x 3.2m 

But none of Nash’s war paintings could be called bland. The Menin Road 

(menaan) was the main road leading to the German lines, a road that was 

constantly shelled as the two armies exchanged ground over and over again. 

Nash shows it as a wasteland of stripped tree trunks, waterlogged shell craters, 

wire, rubble, corrugated iron and other detritus. Only a few withered plants 

seem to have survived. At the time he started on this picture Nash wrote that 

his justification for doing it was to rob war of the last shred of glory, the last 

shine of glamour. 

But there are a few glimmers of hope in this work. There are a few soldiers 

moving through the ravaged landscape; there are shafts of light coming 

through the clouds which have parted to show a little bit of blue sky. It is not 

quite such a pessimistic work as his We are Making a New World. But nor is it a 

road! 6 min 

Slide 52 Nevinson The Harvest of Battle 1919 oil 1.8 x 3.2m + clicks for detail 

The most anguished painting done for the ill-fated Hall of Remembrance was 

this one, The Harvest of Battle. Nevinson said he wanted to get back to the 

austerity and disillusion of his earlier war work. So he abandoned his Cubo-

Futurist ideas and he’s now fallen back on a rather bland naturalistic style 

that’s not ideally suited to savage commentary. Click To get around this 

problem the artist painted the upturned face of a corpse in the most 

prominent foreground position, mouth gaping and arms extended in rigor 

mortis. And among the mud, the flooded shell holes and tangled wire click 

there are other bodies and groups of figures that lead us off into the rest of the 

picture. But the composition is awkward and the whole thing doesn’t quite 

work. Maybe he was unaccustomed to painting such large works, but, like 

many of the other war artists, Nevinson was having problems keeping up his 

vehemence and vitality now the fighting was over. It was as if much of the 
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emotional stimulus caused by the war had gone. The artists too were drained 

of feeling.  

Slide 53 William Roberts A Shell Dump France 1918-9 oil 1.8 x 3.2m + click   

Roberts try at a large work also lacks his earlier vitality. Maybe all the artists 

were having difficulty working on such a large scale. The technical problems 

were kicking in. Although his studies for this work were free and full of energy, 

the process of squaring up for enlarging, then filling in gaps that appear on a 

larger scale painting with paraphernalia interferes with the interplay of figures; 

the energies of the men working are now submerged among all those gap-

fillers - the boxes, tarpaulins and ordnance. click Tapestry weavers used to fill 

those gaps with thousands of flowers – millefiore. 

Slide 54 Roberts Study for Shell Dump + clicks 

In this preparatory sketch the viewpoint is higher and the duckboard patterns 

form an integral part of the interactions. Click In the final work we are almost 

at the same level as the men and the duckboards have become almost 

extraneous. Click Roberts would never again clutter a picture. He knew he had 

been too much influenced by a committee to paint the sort of picture they 

wanted.  He wrote at the time that servicemen don’t like artistic pictures; they 

much prefer literal interpretations.  

Slide 55 Wyndham Lewis A Battery Shelled 1919 oil 1.8 x 3.2m + clicks  

Lewis was faced with exactly the same difficulties as all the others in painting 

his big canvas for the Hall Of Remembrance. He fills most of the picture space 

with what we’re told is an intense bombardment. He had experienced heavy 

shelling, and he shows us the earth pounded to an acid-green lunar maze of 

mud. There are rusty orange figures, robots(?) searching gingerly for 

unexploded shells? Click This painting is close in style to his 1914 Vorticist 

Combat drawings, but he’d made it just representational enough for the 

committee to accept it. Click Note all the zig-zag forms in the mud, and those 

splintered metallic plumes of smoke making their way through the chilly sky. In 

this picture both machine age weapons and the natural world have been 

irreparably damaged. Three bulky figures in the foreground are much more 

representational than the rest of the composition. One is meant to be 
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Wadsworth (we’ll see one of his works soon); the one with the moustache is 

Lewis himself. The third is probably another of the Vorticists. Is Lewis playing a 

game with the committee by inserting this stylistic incongruity, putting 

representational pictures of Vorticists into a Vorticist-inspired landscape? 

(Perhaps Lewis is suggesting that the war has made him wake from his pre-war 

sleep and even he is now questioning the relevance of Vorticism.)  

Slide 56 Stanley Spencer Travoys arriving with Wounded at a Dressing 

Station at Smol oil 1919 (1.8 x 2.2m) + click to enlarge 

Spencer based this picture on his memories of September 1916 when he was a 

medical orderly in Macedonia. He’d seen rows of those travoys (from the 

French “travois”) with wounded all being brought to a dressing station. 

Spencer saw a sort of grandeur in this scene. The viewpoint is again from 

above. Click The operating theatre has been enlarged to make it the focus of 

all the painting’s action. On the right a soldier with his arm in a sling is walking 

away, but gazing back towards the place he’d been patched up. Everything else 

in the picture follows the direction of his gaze, converging on that brightly lit 

operating theatre. Spencer doesn’t dwell on the suffering of those waiting 

patiently for treatment. Instead he shows us the serenity of the mules and the 

devotion of the orderlies attending the men. But there’s an ethereal look to 

this painting; those blankets almost seem to hover over the bodies, and the 

whole painting has an air of warmth and hope. It’s reminiscent of a nativity 

scene. 

The committee was delighted and wanted the artist to do some more, but he’d 

lost the whole bundle of his wartime sketches in a bath-house in Smol. If 

somebody stole them rather than throwing them away they’d be sitting on a 

fortune today. Anyway Spencer refused to paint any more works for the 

committee without being able to rely on preparatory sketches. And he didn’t 

want to paint what he was told. Ultimately the Hall of Remembrance was 

never built and the collection of paintings was given to the newly founded 

Imperial War Museum. 13 min 

Slide 57 Gilbert Rogers The Dead Stretcher Bearer 1919 + click   

At the end of the war another team of artists was set to work by the 

Committee for the Medical History of the War (sponsored jointly by the War 
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Office and the Royal Army Medical Corps).  Gilbert Rogers, a Liverpool painter, 

was the officer in charge, and he also contributed this work. A Times review of 

the subsequent exhibition was headlined “Grisly Truthfulness". And it was. 

Rogers had been in the RAMC and what he’d seen was still etched on his mind. 

click Here we see the body of a British stretcher-bearer lying on his stretcher, 

partially covered with a sheet, in a muddy shell-pocked landscape. The man's 

helmet lies in the mud behind him and a medical kit lies near his outstretched 

hand. 

Slide 58 David Bomberg Sappers at Work 1918 oil and w/c on paper + clicks 

for photo 

Spencer was probably wise to turn the Canadian Committee down because his 

Slade School contemporary, David Bomberg, who’d survived that stint as 

Battalion Runner after shooting himself in the foot, hated always having to 

compromise with that Committee. click It had asked him to paint the efforts of 

the Canadian and British sappers who had tunnelled under the German lines at 

St Eloi in 1916 and blasted those lines to bits with an enormous mine. Here’s a 

contemporary photo. click The Committee warned him that a cubist work 

would be inappropriate for the commission. And Bomberg toyed with the idea 

of sending them this version in his pre-war style – an uncompromisingly 

mechanistic idiom, but he realized he’d only irritate them. 

Slide 59 David Bomberg study for Sappers at Work A Canadian Tunnelling 

Company (First Version) c. 1918 oil and w/c on paper + click for bum 

So the first study he sent them was halfway between his earlier obsession with 

pure form and a more figurative style. He wanted to get rid of the concept of 

war – he’d had enough of that. Maybe that’s why this work’s almost got a 

festive air; it’s not at all like people working in a dirty, dank, airless, dangerous 

tunnel. Bomberg has focused, perhaps as a joke, click on the plump khaki 

backside of that man bending over in the middle. He’s given the underground 

chamber a bluish light and it’s full of energetic diggers. He proudly handed it in 

for inspection, but the Canadians’ artistic adviser, Paul Konody, gave it a hostile 

reception. Yours is the last panel to be fixed before Government House can be 

opened and you bring me this Futurist abortion. Bomberg was in tears; he was 

demoralized. But his wife got him to try again.  
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Slide 60 Bomberg Sappers at Work (Second Version) 1919 oil + click + click for 

Konody 

This final version was finished in an incredibly short time. He succeeded very 

well in conveying the idea of a tunnel with heavy timber bracing, and by 

reducing the sizes of his figures, he made that tunnel seem even larger, and 

their efforts even more heroic. But the subdued colours give this picture a 

more gloomy feel. These men seem frozen in position as if bowed down by the 

weights of the beams. Much of the life of the earlier versions has gone. Click 

And to show just how bowed down Bomberg himself was with having to paint 

so academic a work, he put himself in the right foreground with a heavy beam 

on his shoulders. That heavy beam represented the art critic click Paul Konody 

(1872–1933).  Though Bomberg’s wife must have been pleased with the 

money, her husband vowed never again to take on such a commission.  

Slide 61 Edward Wadsworth Abstract Composition 1915 + click for Norman 

Wilkinson Dazzle Designs 1918 + click for Wadsworth Dazzle Ships in Drydock 

in Liverpool 1919 oil (3.0 x 2.4m)  

Wadsworth was another of those “terrible” Vorticists. He’d had a quiet war 

serving as an Intelligence Officer with the RNVR in the Mediterranean. And 

that watery stint seemed to wash away much of his early Vorticist imagery of 

the sort we see here. So he didn’t have a huge problem when the Canadians 

asked him to paint for them – he too had been cautioned to avoid artistic 

extremism.  So he was cunning enough to choose a subject that let him be 

avant-garde without appearing to be avant-garde. Click After having been 

invalided home from the navy he had been employed to supervise the 

camouflage of ships largely in the Bristol and Liverpool docks. (Lieutenant-

Commander) Norman Wilkinson (an academic marine painter) got him this 

plum job after Wilkinson had master-minded the development of dazzle 

painting on ships. He’d come to the conclusion that invisibility offered no 

escape from submarine attack. The main thing was could the U-boat accurately 

determine the course and speed of the ship, and he saw dazzle painting as the 

answer – all the accepted forms of the ship were broken up by masses of 

strongly contrasted colours. This concept of optical illusion did have some 

success.  Click So Wadsworth set out to paint a dazzle ship for the Canadians. 

He’s divested the vessel of everything but its stripes allowing it to merge 
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confusingly with the bridge behind it. In many ways he gave them a Vorticist 

work. But those foreground figures painting the hull with their elongated 

brushes are a bit more naturalistic than a Vorticist would normally have shown 

them. So he got away with it. 19 min 

Slide 62 Paul Nash A Night Bombardment 1919 oil (1.8 x 2.1m) + click to 

enlarge 

But the most disconsolate of all the paintings done for the Canadian War 

Memorial project is surely this one. Nash had started work on it in the summer 

of 1919, and it turned out to be his final statement on that war. It’s his parting 

shot at Passchendaele. click He chose a night scene of a funereal landscape, 

devoid of living creatures. It would be impossible to sustain life in this dank 

region of mud and stagnant water. We can see a dugout entrance in the left 

foreground, but it looks more like the entrance to a tomb. The only upright 

forms are groups of blasted trees. And one of these stumps dominates the 

foreground like a sentinel. In the background we can see “bright” flashes on 

the horizon showing the war is still going on, and there’s a strange pyramid of 

light against the flat greenish-blue sky. Nash described this as “The illumination 

of an aircraft rocket which is seen descending in a huge cone-shaped shower of 

light”.  

I’m unsure of this beast. It’s probably a parachute flare dropped from a plane 

to illuminate a target for gunners. We must assume that very soon the light 

from this flare will go out, and then all hope will have been extinguished. The 

land will again be even gloomier than the no-man’s land we see here. 

Slide 63 George Grosz Germany, A Winter’s Tale 1917-9 oil + click for Grosz + 

click for dog + click for enlargement + click for print 

It was a terrible time in Germany. National humiliation, famine, 

unemployment, violent riots and even more savage repression. Grosz knew his 

country was tearing itself apart. This work is centred on a table top at which 

sits a plump staff officer who probably never saw real action. Now he sits with 

his knife and fork poised. Under one elbow is a huge cigar and a nationalist 

newspaper; on the other side a glass and bottle of beer, part emptied. Beneath 

his feet he is supported by a smug triumvirate – the smirking embodiment of 

the church, a heavily medalled general, and a portly, blinkered school teacher 
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(clutching his Goethe). He shoulders a cane festooned with ribbons. Grosz 

symbolizes his contempt for these hypocritical guardians of the establishment 

by placing his own silhouette click to the left of the priest, jutting his chin 

forward defiantly.  

As we move upwards through the picture the composition starts to get less 

stable. The city buildings are every which-way, and even the table seems to be 

slipping because of what seem to be seismic processes. Click That dog is 

somehow managing to slumber on, even though buildings are toppling. Click 

Let’s enlarge a section of the work. The image quality is poor as the original 

work has been lost, perhaps destroyed in WW2.  Trains continue to run 

headlong under bridges and out to the countryside beyond the city. Even the 

church below one of those trains looks unstable. The Kaiser’s helmet rears up 

top right like the dome of a militaristic cathedral, but Wilhelm was no longer a 

player in the confusion and violence. Click It’s interesting to see the print he 

issued in simplified form. Grosz actually saw himself as The German Hogarth.  

Slide 64 Otto Dix The Cry 1919 woodcut + click for Munch 

Dix was probably the most strident of all the German artists. His gouaches and 

etchings of 1918 awakened many to the horrors of the war. Now he’s used 

woodcut to produce a rasping tortured image. It’s the sort of howling face that 

might have been scratched on a dungeon or asylum wall by some crazed 

inmate who had no other way to express his agony. Dix was an expert at 

conveying his outrage in a terse and urgent manner. This man is punching the 

air with his fist and the air’s being rent by the cry from his jagged mouth. Click 

This image has similarities to Edvard Munch’s Scream. As we’ll see soon Dix 

was not yet finished with his condemnatory paintings and prints. 

Slide 65 Otto Dix War Cripples 1920 
 
A number of painters in Europe were to become preoccupied with images of 
the war-wounded, because in many cases these poor men, far from being 
shown national gratitude, were hidden away and almost abandoned. Many 
soldiers never recovered from the damage to their bodies and their minds. 
Otto Dix was one who documented, with biting caricature, the most gruesome 
manifestations of war injury. Miraculously he’d got out of it almost without a 
scratch, but he couldn’t shake off the memories that clogged his dreams. Every 
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day in Berlin he was faced with ex-soldiers parading their disabilities in the 
streets. Dix now painted a series of immensely disturbing works showing these 
poor men. Here are four veterans parading past a shoemaker’s shop, identified 
by that white boot and part of the word Schuhmacherei (Shumahareye). It’s 
obvious that, thanks to the war, they have little or no need to patronize such 
shops. The leader is proudly flaunting his iron cross. There’s a hook attached to 
his artificial arm. Second from the left is a man suffering from shell-shock. See 
his shaking face and hand.  All four are now artificial men, at the bottom of the 
heap, but still patriots. They didn’t fail. As Tom Brooking pointed out they 
believed that had been failed by the people at home. 
 
Slide 66 Berlin Dada Fair 1920 
 
We can see the same (now lost) painting in this photo of the opening of the 
Berlin Dada Fair of 1920. It’s the painting on the left. On the right is Grosz’s 
(Germany, A) Winter’s Tale, also now lost. Dada artists set out (like the 
musicians) to challenge the status quo. They wanted to do anti-art. 
  
Slide 67 Dix Skat Players 1920 oil and collage + click for detail 
 
This is perhaps the most macabre of all Dix’s cripple paintings. Three veterans 
have sat down to play cards.  Yet we can’t really distinguish chair and table legs 
from the men’s’ artificial legs. Each of their faces bears witness to the crude 
cosmetic surgery available at the time for injured soldiers. On the left is a deaf 
NCO; he’s holding his cards with his toes. Centre is an officer whose brain has 
been partly patched up with plaster. He’s holding a card in his teeth. The figure 
on the right is an eager young lieutenant who seems unperturbed by the loss 
of his legs and the fact click that he’s got Otto Dix’s passport patching up a 
missing part of his face. All three are grotesque caricatures of their former 
military selves. Dix grieves for the shattered lives of these veterans. 30 min 
 
Slide 68 Grosz Republican Automatons 1920 w/c + click 
 
#Georg Grosz set out to accuse those responsible. He’d joined the Communist 
Party at the end of 1919 and now proceeded to lambaste the evils of capitalist 
exploitation. Grosz despised the belligerent patriots who wanted to revive the 
fighting spirit of 1914-8. He saw them as hollow men powered by clockwork 
rather than by human feelings. One of them here is a figure with cogs and 
wheels that help him shout 1 2 3 Hurrah click out of his empty head. His iron 
cross, sleek attire and complacent attitude suggest he’s doing rather well in the 
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post-war world despite his artificial limbs. The other figure in the bowler hat is 
determined to overcome the loss of a leg, and patriotically waves the flag of 
the New Weimar Republic. His blank face is numbered making him a faceless 
cipher. Grosz is commenting on the jingoistic veterans’ jamborees of the time 
where carousers got drunk, bellowed out patriotic songs, and as a climax took 
off their artificial limbs and waved or threw them in the air as they gave 3 
hearty cheers for their brave army years.  
 
Slide 69 Davringhausen The Profiteer 1920 + click for Nevinson He gained a 
Fortune but Lost a Son 1918 + click for Nevinson War Profiteers 1917 
 
The real power in Germany now belonged to men like this. Davringhausen 
shows us the sleek, bloated war profiteer sitting in his office.  Vintage wine and 
cigars give his desk a luxurious air as does the up-to-date telephone. He’s 
obviously planning even more lucrative deals. Here is a man with no social 
conscience, a man bent only on amassing more wealth and power. Click And 
here’s an English version by Nevinson. This man’s profits may have been 
outweighed by his losses. Click It must have been all too clear to Nevinson that 
not all of the British had been making sacrifices. 
 
Slide 70 Spencer Unveiling Cookham War Memorial 1922 
 
Spencer painted this scene of a War Memorial opening at a time when they 
were being opened in English villages almost every week. This one is in his 
home village of Cookham. Most villagers are in their Sunday best; some men 
are in blazers and whites as if they’ve just come from playing cricket; some 
lounge on the grass; others seem a little dazed in the sunlight. The artist said 
he wanted to show the absence of hurry, and to express the peaceful life [he] 
visualized people could lead in the absence of war.  
 
Slide 71 Käthe Kollwitz Parents, and Widow from War 1922-3 
 
A set of woodcuts by Käthe Kollwitz (ketha kollvitz) (called War) derive their 
intensity from that time in 1914 when her younger son was killed in Flanders. 
She wrote: I have repeatedly attempted to give form to the War. I could never 
grasp it, but now, finally, I have finished a series of woodcuts which in some 
measure say what I wanted to say. These sheets should travel throughout the 
entire world ...... and say what we have all endured these unspeakably difficult 
years. Here she shows us the grief of those left behind. (Note: She was also 
influenced by Ernst Barlach’s woodcuts.)  
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Slide 72 Otto Dix The Trench 1920-3 (destroyed) + click for Entartete Kunst 
 
Otto Dix was still brooding over his war experiences, and after finishing the war 
cripple works he set to work on a large painting called The Trench which he 
finally finished in 1923. In it he married expressionist intensity with the truth 
and detail of the Neue Sachlickeit (noya zaklikite)(New Objectivity) (Verism). 
Dix is now firmly allying himself with the old German masters like Cranach, 
Grünewald, and Dürer. This trench is no more than a dumping ground for the 
shattered corpses of soldiers. It’s a charnel house of shattered and decaying 
remains. There is no heroism here.  
 
Dix soon sold the masterpiece to the Wallraf-Richartz (vallraf risharts) 
Museum in Cologne for the substantial sum of 10,000 Reichmarks (rishmarks), 
but the public hated it and had to be hidden behind a curtain. Then in 1925 the 
Mayor of Cologne, Conrad Adenauer, cancelled the acquisition and sacked the 
Gallery director. This action shows how rapidly the militaristic feelings were 
again approaching hysterical levels in Germany. Luckily for Dix, Saxony’s State 
Collections purchased the work, but its respite was only brief, for it would be 
included in the Nazi’s first attempt to discredit artists opposed to their cause. 
Images of the Decadence of Art was the name of this ground-breaking show. 
Click And it later became the central exhibit in the 1937 Entartete Kunst, the 
Degenerate Art Exhibition in Munich, as an example of an attempt to 
undermine the German people’s attempts to defend themselves.   
 
Note: We know it was not burned by the Nazis for it was seen by a German 
dealer in 1940. It has since disappeared. 
 
Slide 73 Otto Dix Seen on the Escarpment at Cléry-sur-Somme etching 1924 
 
The drawings Dix made for The Trench also provided the bases for a number of 

the prints in his Der Krieg series of etchings published in 1924. The dead in 

Dix’s works seem almost alive. These two soldiers seem to be conversing. Rigor 

mortis has kept them sitting up, but their deaths must have been quite some 

time ago judging from the signs of decay. A number of Otto Dix’s images focus 

on the way that decay can nourish new life. In this work there are plants 

growing out of the skull of one soldier. 

Slide 74 A Land Fit for Heroes + click for Barlach Güstrow sculpture 
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As the 1920’s economic slump deepened, many war veterans from both sides 
felt all their efforts had been forgotten. Unemployment, inadequate pensions, 
poor support for the sick and disabled were the norm. There was widespread 
resentment spread as the promised new societies remained unrealized. click 
The mock heroic figures and carved angels (especially those without wings) on 
the memorials became sources of ridicule and outrage for those who’d 
suffered anything short of death. The Nazis agreed and removed this bronze 
angel in 1937 and melted it down to make armaments.  Let’s see some more of 
the painters’ efforts to come to terms with life after death. 
 
Slide 75 George Grosz Pillars of Society 1926 + click for cavalry + click for 
ordure + click to remove 
 
Grosz had been a communist but his satirical canvasses mocked even them. He 
was painting Germany’s post-war malaise. In this work we see the leering 
representative of the church, his hands stretched out in benediction as the 
army burns, murders and destroys in the background. Below the priest are 
three reactionary figures: representing the old guard, the press and politicians. 
Though the newspaper magnate is waving a palm leaf he’s also clutching a 
sheaf of warlike nationalist newspapers no doubt full of fake news. His limited 
intellect is suggested by that chamber pot on his head. The representative of 
the old guard is a lawyer with duelling scar, monocle and stiff old-fashioned 
collar. Click There’s a swastika on his tie and cavalry emerging from his sliced-
off head. Click And the useless fat politician with ordure steaming forth from 
his skull is waving the new republic’s flag. Click These four pillars of society are 
responsible. 
 
Slide 76 Dix Metropolis (1.8 x 4.0m) 1928 + click for left hand panel + click for 
rest 
 
Late in the “Roaring” 1920s Otto Dix painted this large triptych reflecting the 
sharp contrasts between the fun-loving frenzy of the well-off in 1920’s Berlin 
and the plight of the war cripples and other victims of society. Click This panel 
from the triptych shows Dix himself as a legless veteran entering the city to the 
insults of a bevy of painted strumpets and that mongrel barking at his stumps. 
He is as much an outcast as that homeless man lying on the cobbles beside 
him. Click This type of image incensed all those who wanted to forget these 
symbols of Germany’s shame, the people enjoying life in the rest of the 
triptych.  
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Slide 77 Stanley Spencer Tea in the Hospital Ward 1928-9 Sandham Memorial 
Chapel + click for interior scene + click to remove chapel + interior + click for 
Ablutions 
 
Back in England sentiments were less militant and memorials were allowed to 
be sad. After all we’d won. Stanley Spencer was commissioned to decorate a 
chapel at Burghclere (locals call it berk-lee) dedicated to Lieutenant Henry 
Sandham who’d died in 1919 of an illness contracted in Macedonia. Click 
Spencer’s idea was to paint a series of arched panels to fit a total architectural 
scheme for the chapel. And he’d compose his paintings with no fussing over 
form - pattern was his thing. The artist wanted the building to contain images 
of even the most mundane scenes of military life in those panels: Click soldiers 
arriving at a hospital, reveille, bed-making, all produced entirely from memory 
of his own wartime experiences as a hospital orderly in Bristol and as a soldier 
on the Salonika front. Here we see the panel called Tea in the Hospital Ward.  – 
Spencer was purging his own war memories of their violence and stressing the 
more ordinary, positive and humane aspects of army life. See here the patterns 
of reaching forearms, the towers of bread and jam, the fashionable centre 
partings. There’s a quiet camaraderie among the patients.  
 
Slide 78 Spencer Resurrection of the Soldiers 1928-9 + clicks  

The final image was a massive 18 foot wide panel behind the altar showing the 
Resurrection of the Soldiers. This massive work embodies a spirit of hope. Click 
The soldiers are now rising from their graves. In the foreground a cluster of 
white crosses is being pushed aside as the young men triumphantly resurrect 
themselves.  As we move further into the background the artist has introduced 
some of the horror of the war – dead horses, mules and men. It’s interesting 
that Spencer has paid tribute to the ordinary soldier rather than to officers, 
and he has moved all signs of religion to the background. Click Note the white-
robed Christ well back in the image and upstaged by the soldier in front of him 
symbolically lying on a cross. The men around Christ are eagerly handing in 
their crosses, as if laying down their arms. 

Slide 79 Matthias Grünewald Isenheim Altarpiece 1512-6 + click for Dix War 
Triptych 1932 + clicks to enlarge panels and predella  
 
Dix had been preparing a war Triptych since 1929 as a final indictment of the 
War. It was to be painted with the technical finesse and elaboration of the 
great German masters like Grünewald (groonevald). Here’s such an example. 
Grünewald had painted it for a monastery. Click Dix’s result is an altarpiece 
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without God. There is no miraculous Spencer-like resurrection here. It’s just an 
angry vision of a world hopelessly racked by barbarity. 
 
The left hand panel shows soldiers marching off to the front, click but they 
already seem ominously disembodied with that mist (poison gas) swirling 
around their legs. Clouds of fire boil ahead of them. click 
 
The central panel is an obvious reworking of The Trench. click There’s a corpse 
looking down and pointing accusingly at the carnage and mangled remains. 
The only soldier left alive wears a gas mask and seems inhuman. click 
 
The right hand panel is whitened by flares and click shows Dix himself 
staggering into view hauling a severely wounded comrade away from the 
battlefield. He glares out accusingly from a wasteland of craters and ruined 
trees. He’s bearing angry witness to the catastrophe. click 
 
And the predella below is an oasis of stillness. Click The soldiers lying crammed 
together as if in a coffin may or may not be dead. But holes in their uniforms 
suggest they haven’t escaped injury. click 
 
Dix said this work was a response to the books being published in the Weimar 
Republic again peddling the notions of heroism that had so recently been 
rendered absurd in the trenches. Not long after he exhibited this piece Dix 
found himself dismissed from his professorship at the Dresden Academy, and 
he was declared degenerate. In 1934 he was forbidden from exhibiting 
altogether. He retreated to an isolated existence at Lake Constance till after 
the war.  
 
Slide 80 Dix Flanders 1934-6 + click  
 
The censorship though didn’t stop him secretly painting this final indictment of 
the War. It’s set in the flooded battlefields of Flanders. There are no mutilated 
soldiers here. Instead, they are suffering amid mud and mire. click They’ve 
managed to climb out of their dugouts at night to find some dryish ground, and 
now they awake to find themselves next to one of the enemy. These men 
seem to be almost transmuted into the soaking shattered tree stumps around 
them. There is no longer any logic in fighting for a place where life can’t be 
sustained. War has destroyed man; it has destroyed the earth; it has destroyed 
hope. It must never happen again. But it did. 
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Slide 81 Käthe Kollwitz memorial statues  

Eighteen years after her son was killed, Käthe Kollwitz was finally able to bring 
herself to design and sculpt a memorial for him – his grieving parents on their 
knees near their son’s grave in Belgium.  

Slide 82 The End  + click  

So ends my part of this series, a series which I hoped would show you how 
artists, writers, musicians changed the ways they thought about and explained 
what was so disrupting to their lives. Perhaps the greatest surprise to me was 
the way that many artists, apparently wedded to particular avant-garde styles, 
were prepared to change or modify those styles to get their messages across 
more clearly. There is no point in telling a bitter truth if nobody can hear you 
or understand what you are saying. In the years that followed more avant-
garde movements in Europe would flourish and die with a lot of help from a 
group of authoritarian governments keen to control artistic, musical and 
literary expression for their own political ends. But that’s another story. 

Next week Chris Ackerley will be covering the war poets and here we’ll find 
every bit as much bitter truth as we found in the art. 48 min 

 


